Ultrafast hole dynamics created in molecular systems as a result of sudden ionisation are the focus of much attention in the field of attosecond science. Using the molecule glycine we show through ab-initio simulations that the dynamics of a hole, arising from ionisation in the inner valence region, evolve with a timescale appropriate to be measured using X-ray pulses from the current generation of SASE free electron lasers. The examined pump-probe scheme uses X-rays with photon energy below the K edge of carbon (275-280 eV) that will ionise from the inner valence region. A second probe X-ray at the same energy can excite an electron from the core to fill the vacancy in the inner-valence region. The dynamics of the inner valence hole can be tracked by measuring the Auger electrons produced by the subsequent refilling of the core hole as a function of pump-probe delay. We consider the feasibility of the experiment and include a numerical simulation to support this analysis. We discuss the potential for all X-ray pump-X-ray probe Auger spectroscopy measurements for tracking hole migration.
Introduction
Ultrafast hole migration, following sudden ionisation or excitation, is believed to be a universal response of extended molecules and is likely also to occur in some form in many condensed phase systems 1,2 . This process occurs due to the electron correlations within many-electron systems, and is predicted to take place typically on the few to sub-femtosecond timescale (i.e. into the attosecond time domain). It is currently a prominent goal in attosecond science to observe and fully characterise processes such as hole migration in order to: (a) deepen our understanding of the process and ascertain the role of hole migration in determining photochemical and photophysical outcomes, (b) to prove attosec-ond measurement methods can address correlation driven dynamics in extended quantum systems such as biomolecules and polymers.
If we suddenly create a superposition of inner valence hole states in the cation of a moderately sized molecule (e.g. by photoionisation) we expect to see rapid evolution of this hole within the molecular frame. The most interesting class of dynamics occurs following the sudden formation of a hole state that is intrinsically a superposition of several eigenstates of the cation and so is expected to display non-exponential decay and time-dependent localisation. This may be due to the coupling of several one-hole (1h) electronic configurations or due to a coupling of a 1h configuration to a series of two-hole one-particle (2h1p) configurations of the cation by electron correlation. The superposition leads to a hole amplitude whose projection onto a single eigenstate may be seen to undergo rapid evolution. This may take the form of hole migration (i.e. motion of the hole around the molecular frame) or hole decay typically with some non-exponential (oscillatory) behaviour 3 . This will take place on a timescale that is short (< 10 fs) with respect to the timescale of nuclear motion 4 . We expect that the initial stages of the cation evolution to be dominated by electronic only motion (hole migration), with coupling to nuclear modes will become important at later times (charge transfer).
Both hole migration and non-exponential decay therefore stem from electron correlation and are currently of great interest to understanding ultrafast molecular science. Quantifying the role of electron correlation in multi-electron systems in a time-dependent way is a frontier challenge in ultrafast measurement. Moreover the problem of ultrafast hole evolution and motion is of critical importance to many aspects of photochemistry and photophysics where there is hitherto no experimental data at these short timescales 5, 6 . An essential task is to find ways to measure time dependent information on the hole evolution and localisation in such situations. This task has up to now been prevented by the extremely fast timescales (few-to sub-femtosecond) of the hole motion. In what follows we will consider a scheme to use an X-ray pump-X-ray probe pulse sequence. The first pulse creates an inner valence hole (IVH) superposition that may undergo non-exponential decay. The second pulse then probes transitions from an inner shell to the hole state formed by the first pulse to give temporal information on the hole survival.
The current methods of attosecond science rely heavily on the process of high harmonic generation (HHG) as a means to generate attosecond pulses in the soft-X-ray photon energy range 7, 8 , but despite progress in the generation efficiency and shortness of the pulse duration 9,10 the power levels are currently found to be very low. This has prohibited the widespread application of attosecond pump-probe methods using the soft-X-ray pulses generated by HHG and instead techniques that replace one of the pulses with an infra-red high intensity field, either as the pump 11 or probe 12 , have been commonly adopted. For example, the tracking of the dynamics of suddenly excited holes has recently been achieved in Kr atoms where the dynamics initiated by the strong field ionisation of a pair of spin-orbit split valence states was probed by transient absorption from an inner shell states 11 . In a similar scheme the dynamics of strong field ionisation in a SiO 2 solid state sample was tracked by measuring the holes created in the valence shell through transient absorption probing again from an inner shell state 13 . Triggering ionisation through a strong field can lead, however, to significant complications since; (i) tunnel ionisation primarily accesses only the outer valence hole states, (ii) the tunnel ionisation process in a strong field is not fully understood and our theory for this in larger molecules remains to be adequately developed, (iii) the presence of a strong field may profoundly disturb the electron motion 14 in a molecule and so mask the underlying correlation driven effects.
In the light of the complications caused by strong-field ionisation it therefore seems necessary to resort to using the better understood process of single photon ionisation in a high frequency field if we are to trigger hole dynamics that are to be subject only to the intrinsic processes of a molecule. Pump-probe techniques based on measuring emission of IR or UV radiation emitted after sudden ionisation 15 , using an XUV probe pulse and detection of HHG radiation 16 or measuring a double ionisation count via a single-photon laser enabled Auger decay (sp-LEAD) 17 scheme, have been proposed to measure correlation driven electron dynamics that occur in the inner-valence region in molecules. Although single photon ionisation is simple in principle, in practice we know from the discussion above that there is limited intensity from current attosecond pulses based upon HHG. This low intensity means we can in general hope to excite only a minuscule fraction of the sample during the short (few hundred attosecond pulse) thus making pump-probe experiments very challenging. Much effort is currently being put into generating HHG based attosecond sources with higher power 18 . This includes efforts to work with attosecond pulses 19, 20 carried at lower frequency i.e. around 20 eV (rather than the conventional 90 eV), where the HHG processes is more efficient, and where the photoionisation cross-section in most molecules also tends to be relatively high. Hopefully these developments will permit the use of HHG based attosecond sources in the near future, but it is prudent to examine the potential for using alternative light sources to ensure that we can make progress on this problem.
X-ray free electron lasers (FELs) operating in SASE (self amplified spontaneous emission) mode are making rapid progress towards shorter pulse duration, and although not yet operating in the attosecond regime there are proposals that suggest this will be possible in the future 21 . Moreover X-ray FELs have already been demonstrated to generate pulses as short as a few femtoseconds when operating in the low bunch charge regime 22 or with a slotted emittance spoiler 23 . Given the very much higher pulse power of an X-ray FEL compared to a HHG source (we can expect single pulse photon numbers of > 10 11 for the former and typically < 10 6 for the latter) it is possible to contemplate efficient pump-probe excitation schemes in a FEL. This coupled to schemes that generate two-pulses, such as X-ray split-and-delay or a double slotted foil emittance spoiler, make possible high temporal resolution pump-probe measurements.
A problem in addition to the power requirements of pump pulse sources is that transient absorption, an attractive probe for attosecond measurements, requires not only a significant excitation fraction induced by the pump, but also a sufficiently dense sample to ensure measurable absorption. This may be readily achieved for condensed phase samples and for many molecular gases if suitable sample delivery is used. The prospects for biomolecules are typically more challenging since these have very low vapour pressures at temperatures that avoid thermally induced dissociation and this prohibits absorption studies. This means We discuss here a generic approach that would use an X-ray free electron laser to overcome the problems highlighted above. To demonstrate the feasibility of measurements of correlation driven dynamics in an amino acid we choose to analyse a concrete example accessible to currently operating X-ray FELs. The example we analyse is of non-exponential hole decay in glycine (rather than charge migration) which serves to demonstrate the feasibility of the scheme, but it would be applicable to a wider class of problem. The general concept, shown in Fig. 1 is that an X-ray FEL pulse is split into two with a small variable delay. Due to the high intensity of the FEL the first pulse can create a sufficient number of inner valence holes to be measured. The X-ray photon energy is, however, kept below the threshold for inner shell ionisation. The probe pulse, which may for convenience be at the same frequency, is tuned to resonance between an inner shell state in a carbon atom of the molecule and an inner valence state. If the inner valence state is filled no transition can occur, but if a hole has been formed by the first pulse then excitation may occur leaving a hole in the inner shell of the carbon atom. The strength of the transition is a probe of the probability of the hole and so can track the hole survival probability. Assuming the sample density is too low to apply absorption techniques we need to find an alternative way of measuring the probability of the inner valence hole. This can be done by registering the appearance of the core hole which will be refilled dominantly (for light elements) by Auger decay that results in a characteristic energy spectrum of emitted electrons. This is the detection scheme adopted in the example discussed below.
In the remainder of this paper we outline the details of the specific scheme and assess the experimental feasibility (Section 2), and then present a theoretical analysis of the hole dynamics in the inner valence states of glycine and our calculations of the effect of the coupling of the strong resonant X-ray fields on the population dynamics in the cation (Section 3). We then discuss more general aspects of using X-ray laser pump-probe Auger spectroscopy for measuring hole migration before concluding (Section 5).
2 X-ray Laser Pump-Probe Auger Spectroscopy Scheme in Glycine
Scheme overview
Here we choose a simple molecule, the amino acid glycine (NH 2 CH 2 COOH) as an example for study. The three most abundant conformers of glycine are commonly referred to as Gly I, Gly II and Gly III 24, 25 of which Gly I has the lowest energy. In a temperature range to have a sufficient amount of glycine in the gas phase ∼ 150−170 • C, we expect the Gly I and Gly III conformers to dominate the sample at a ratio of approximately 2 : 1 24 . We begin by calculating the ionisation spectra of the glycine conformers of interest, the results for the Gly I conformer are shown in Fig. 2 . For this calculation and all subsequent calculations the inclusion of electron correlation into the wavefunctions to describe both the singly ionised and doubly ionised states is extremely important as electron correlation is driving the dynamics. Consequently where dipole moments, dynamics and Auger spectra are calculated, we use the Greens function technique called algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC) to second order extended ADC(2)x 26 , further details of which can be found in Section 3. We concentrate on the inner valence hole associated with the 10A' state at around 20 eV binding energy (i.e. accessed by photon energies ∼275 eV), although there are other inner valence hole states that we expect to show interesting dynamics in this molecule. There are two eigenstates shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 (corresponding to the 10A molecular orbital), let us call them |a and |b , which are each roughly 50% of a single 1h and 50% of a series of 2h1p configurations. In this case the appearance of this doublet (|a and |b ) of mixed 1h-2h1p states and the resulting dynamics is caused purely by electron correlation. Only the 1h state can be created directly by sudden photoionisation so that at t = 0 we populate the hole which means we have a superposition of |a and |b , say with "+" relative phase. As time goes by, the difference in the energies of the two states turns "+" into "−" and constructive interference that created a pure hole at t = 0 turns into destructive that brings the hole contribution to the wavepacket almost to zero. At this destructive interference time the wavepacket is almost purely composed of many different 2h1p's. Later on we go back to "+" and the hole experiences a revival. And so on until nuclear dynamics finally leads to a significant distortion of the molecular geometry (say, after 20 fs) changing the energies of the involved electronic states and so modifying or even damping the oscillations. This situation of evolution distinguishable over many femtoseconds is rather special to glycine because we only very rarely see breaking of a hole into two states with roughly equal hole contributions to them. Although in principle the same class of dynamics may occur in many other molecules, e.g. trans-butadiene for which we also have detailed calculations, there is not usually breaking of 1h into two states, but rather breaking into tens of states each of which is 90% or more 2h1p (so-called breakdown of molecular orbital picture of ionisation 28 ), so to expect a full revival out of such complicated wavepacket is difficult. Nevertheless in these more typical systems it would be possible to follow the dynamics if higher (few hundred attosecond) temporal resolution were available.
Our calculations of the hole survival in the 10A' state, again using ADC(2)x are shown in Fig. 2 (see Section 3 for a more detailed discussion) for both the Gly I and Gly III conformers and for the the sum of Gly I and Gly III in a ratio of 2:1 expected from the operational temperature range. We see that the dynamics are sufficiently slow so that they are accessible to measurement using the temporal resolution available from e.g. the LCLS X-ray FEL located at SLAC. Whilst Fig. 3 (a) and (b) shows that the dynamics for the Gly I and Gly III conformers show qualitatively similar oscillations there are differences in the periodicity and strength of the revivals, we expect that the signal measured will be dominated by the Gly I conformal evolution as is seen in Fig. 3(c) . We will show that in glycine a hole created in the 10A inner valence molecular orbital shows an oscillatory evolution on the timescale of ∼15 fs in our theoretical calculations (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 ). This dynamics would be easy to resolve with the temporal resolution available from LCLS. We illustrate the robustness of the measurement by simulating the effect of using an X-ray pulse of different durations, 2fs, 4 fs and 6 fs duration whereas we expect the pulse duration to be nearer 3 fs.
In the putative measurements an X-ray pulse from an X-ray FEL is split into a pair of identical X-ray pulses with a precisely controlled variable interpulse delay. Each of the pulses has a duration of only a few femtosecond. The photon energy of the pulses needs to be tuned to near 20 eV below the K edge of carbon in the molecule (requiring photons of around 275 eV from the FEL). The tuning is such that the X-rays cannot cause core shell ionisation or excitation in the molecule and so only valence shell ionisation can occur in the neutral molecule. If the photon energy is tuned to an appropriate value (say ∼275 eV) then following valence ionisation of the 10A state a K shell (1s) to this inner valence Time (fs) Fig. 3 Glycine 10A hole survival probability for (a) the Gly I conformer (black), (b) the Gly III (red), (c) the sum of Gly I and Gly III in a ratio of 2:1 expected from the operational temperature range (blue) and (d) the sum of Gly I and Gly III in a ratio of 2:1 (black) and normalised signal expected from a probe of the state population with a 2, 4 and 6 fs temporal resolution (red, green, blue). At times longer than 20 fs the signal is expected to be modified significantly by nuclear motion. Calculation of the survival probability was performed using ADC(2)x with cc-pVDZ basis set augmented with 3s3p diffuse functions 27 . hole (IVH) transition is opened up for the absorption of a second photon. This 1s IVH transition is allowed in the molecular system. We have calculated the dipole moment for the C K shell to IVH transition within the theoretical framework of this work and find a value of 2.8 × 10 −31 Cm which is large enough to permit significant excitation probabilities for the X-ray laser intensities likely to be used (see next section).
The extra absorption registers the existence of the inner valence hole and if that hole is evolving in time the excitation probability as a function of pumpprobe delay will reflect this. The Auger electron signal associated with the subsequent refilling of the 1s core hole is characteristic of the channel and so we can to use this signature to track the hole dynamics (see Fig. 1 ). We calculate the spectrum of Auger electrons that will be emitted from the glycine cation when the inner shell hole is refilled using Fano-ADC(2)x method for the partial decay widths 29 , and ADC(2)x method for singly and doubly 30 ionised energies in augpCVQZ basis without g functions, uncontracted on the C centres. The calculated spectrum is shown in figure 4.
Experimental implementation: Feasibility with current X-ray FEL sources
It is our conjecture that already SASE X-ray FEL light sources offer parameters required to implement this measurement scheme. As a concrete example we choose to consider the LCLS facility at Stanford. There are several alternative operating modes of an X-ray FEL, such as LCLS, that can provide the required X-ray pump-X-ray probe pulses. The simplest method is to use a single short pulse (created in the low bunch charge mode or with a single slotted foil) and then to employ an X-ray split-and-delay apparatus. The requirement on photon energy (275 eV) and the short pulses (∼3 fs) will mean the pulse peak power will be relatively low compared to that potentially available with an X-ray FEL. We estimate around 100µJ can be generated at this pulse energy and accounting for transfer optics ∼10 µJ will reach the target in a spot size of ∼10 µm to achieve an intensity ∼10 15 Wcm −2 . In fact the relatively low intensity, compared to the much higher intensities often used in X-ray FEL experiments, is advantageous in this case as it is important to operate in the linear interaction regime for each pulse and to avoid opening additional excitation and ionisation channels in the molecule that might lead to increased background.
The sample can be introduced as a gas to the X-ray interaction region via an effusive beam from a nozzle. This requires the sample to be heated in an oven (operating in the temperature range ∼150-210 • C) in proximity to the interaction region 31 as has been used successfully in a number of synchrotron based experiments where sufficient densities for NEXAFS and photoelectron experiments in glycine were demonstrated. It is from this earlier work that we obtain the carbon K edge values in this molecule. It is required to work in the lower part of the available temperature range of the oven (150 − 170 • C) to ensure the sample population is dominated by the Gly I and III conformers which our calculations show sufficiently similar dynamics for the IVH states of interest (see Fig. 3 ). With an oven operating at these temperatures we would expect to achieve densities 32,33 10 13 -10 15 cm −3 which will translate into densities up to ∼10 12 cm −3 in the interaction region. The use of methods for conformer separation 34 could be used to enable the study of the dynamics of a single conformer.
There will be no core electron ionisation in the glycine molecule from a single photon at an energy of 275 eV. The valence photoionisation (VP) will open up a lot of channels that form the background. However the photoelectron energies from these valence electrons will sit a few tens of eV away from the Auger transitions of interest. In the IPI-CE-AU process (inner-valence photoionisation, core-excitation of 1s to IVH, Auger decay) we will have two correlated electrons: eIPI and eAU. The kinetic energies will be; eIPI ∼270-250 eV (for the photon energies planned) and eAU ∼260-230 eV. We therefore find much of the Auger spectrum (see calculated spectrum Fig. 4 ) at photon energies lying well outside of the valence photoelectron range. It should therefore be easy to identify the IPI-CE-AU process which is the signature of the IVH. The Auger photoelectron spectrum must be recorded with sufficient energy discrimination; an electron magnetic bottle TOF spectrometer is a suitable instrument for this in that it provides high energy energy resolution (∼1 eV) and a high collection efficiency that ameliorates the low sample density. The electron energy spectrum will therefore isolate the nearby photoelectrons from the characteristic Auger electrons that arise from the decay of the C K-shell hole.
Additionally one can use covariance mapping to further increase the visibility of the signal. An "island" in the covariance map corresponding to these kinetic energies should be present. It has previously been demonstrated that electronelectron covariance is feasible at FELs (at both FLASH and LCLS) 35, 36 . Other processes that will give two correlated electrons in the same energy range are Fig. 4 The calculated Auger spectra for the C1s vacancies in glycine, calculated using Fano-ADC(2)x method for the partial decay widths, and ADC(2)x method for singly and doubly ionised energies in aug-pCVQZ basis without g functions, uncontracted on the C centres.
two sequential photoionisations (IPI-VP, IPI-IPI, VP-IPI, VP-VP) from valence or inner valence. We can measure these separately by examining shots where the pulse is detuned from resonance, so that it does not induce the core excitation, and so account for their contribution. Moreover the cross section will be lower (at least compared to a IPI-CE-AU process).
The sample density available is sufficiently high (we estimate that there will be up to 10 5 molecules within the 10 −7 cm 3 interaction region) that the acquisition limit will be set by space charge effects rather than available sample density. The focal spot is 10 µm diameter and the X-rays per 10 µJ pulse will give a total valence ionisation probability of 0.16 so giving ∼ 1.6 × 10 4 electrons per shot at the higher sample density. Taking a conservative number of 1000 electrons/shot (based upon previous experience with the magnetic bottle instrument) to avoid space charge effects we can proceed with the estimate. Using empirical data the probability of L shell holes (IVH) being created in each ionised molecule is 0.125. Next we estimate the probability of excitation 1s IVH in the second pulse using our calculated dipole moment. Assuming the laser intensity to be 10 15 W cm −2 we can expect the excitation from the inner shell to be at least 0.1 and a probability of the subsequent Auger electrons falling into the suitable energy band can be estimated to be > 0.25 (see calculated spectrum Fig. 4) .
Next we must consider the intrinsic fluctuations of a SASE FEL generated X-ray pulse. Because we employ an X-ray pump-X-ray probe scheme the delay is immune to the absolute timing jitter of the X-ray pulse. Moreover in the low bunch charge operation the emission is expected to be overwhelmingly in a single X-ray pulse, rather than the more complex X-ray pulse temporal structures commonly encountered when using SASE with a high bunch charge. Nevertheless we can expect significant shot-to-shot spectral fluctuations of the SASE spectrum. Whilst the bandwidth of an individual pulse will be in the region of 1 eV the SASE fluctuation can lead to a spectrum (averaged over fluctuations) around 10 times broader. Fortunately the photon energy spectrum for each shot can be measured via a number of channels, e.g. using an X-ray spectrometer or the elec-1-19 | 9 tron bunch energy diagnostic. Thus the resonant shots can be selected from the data set and the non-resonant shots used to characterise the VP background.
Collecting the numbers above the total number of counts per shot will be 1000 × 0.125 × 0.1 × 0.25 ≈ 3 or 360 per second. Assuming in photon energy binning the effective shot rate is reduced by an order of magnitude, at the operational repetition rate of LCLS of 120 Hz we have in 20 minutes a count of 4.3 × 10 4 electrons in the energy region of interest (i.e. a count rate shot noise error of below 0.5%), which indicates the feasibility of measuring the required signals using existing light sources. A detailed analysis of the experimental s/n of course must await the actual execution of an experiment.
3 Theoretical modelling of X-ray the pump-probe measurements of hole survival probability in glycine
Here we model the effects of the strong resonant X-ray probe pulse on the Auger electron yield. The purpose of this is to model the anticipated experimental signals and to confirm that under the likely conditions of a real experiment where the pulse intensities are high enough to give measurable signals the x-ray pump pulse will not significantly perturb the inner valence state dynamics it has excited. We do this by following the methodology set in the work of Rohringer and Santra 37 generalised for the case of two initial states that is relevant to the hole migration dynamics that occurs in glycine. Throughout we will assume the Gly I conformer of glycine, as Fig. 3 shows that in the anticipated experimental conditions the dynamics of this conformer dominates. At t = 0 we assume that the first 275 eV pulse (the pump) has created a superposition of two cationic states |a and |b corresponding to ionisation from the 10A molecular orbital in glycine:
Ionising from the 10A orbital produces states that are below the double ionisation threshold, and therefore are Auger inactive. However, each state has a large contribution of 2h1p configurations as the calculated spectral intensity spectrum for glycine shows in Fig. 2 . The temporal evolution of the superposition of the states created when ionising from the 10A orbital can be fully characterised by the survival probability of the initial state, S(t):
where E a and E b are the energies of the cationic eigenstates |a and |b respectively, (atomic units are used throughout). In the case of ionisation from the 10A the resulting dynamics (see Fig. 3 ) show an oscillatory evolution of the survival probability involving coupling of a 1h state to a manifold of bound ionic states of the 2h1p type. At a delay time t after the initial ionisation event, a probe pulse, also of 275 eV, induces a transition from a carbon 1s orbital to fill the inner valence 10A orbital producing state |1s . In the case of glycine, there are two carbon 1s orbitals: 4A located on the carboxyl group and 5A the C centre attached to the amine group. In the following simulation of pump-probe experiment we assume that the width of the probe pulse is insufficient to span both core orbitals, and sum incoherently. In the following, we assume that a core ionised state couples the initial superposition of states only via the dipole interaction ε(t)ẑ. This assumption excludes any single-photon laser-enabled Auger decay (sp-LEAD) transitions 17 from the initial superposition of states directly to the final states. Thus, if the field free Hamiltonian is denoted asĤ 0 the Hamiltonian in the presence of the electric field is given by:
The core ionised states will decay via Auger transitions into the final states ∑ i dε igi (ε i ,t)|i, ε i where i is the ith eigenstate of the glycine cation and ε i the resonant Auger electron associated with that channel. By using WignerWeisskopf theory 38 , the partial decay width Γ i associated with the irreversible transition from |1s to |i, ε i can be written as:
whereV C is the Coulomb operator. In our numerical simulations, the partial widths will be taken from an Fano-ADC theory, where the widths are given by the matrix elements of the total Hamiltonian less the energy of the resonance 29 .
The wavefunction to describe the cationic system as a function of time is thus:
We consider a symmetric probe pulse, with the detuning of the with respect to the resonant transitions is given by:
where E a and E b are the eigenstate energies of the two states making up the superposition of the initial state, E 1s is the energy of the core ionised state, and the central frequency is given by E 1s − (E a + E b )/2. Thus the amplitude of the field for the transition from the core 1s ionised state to the inner valence state |a will be the same as for the transition to state |b . The field is assumed to be linearly polarised in the x direction with the field strength given by:
where ε c (t) and ε s (t) are assumed to be slowly varying compared to 2π/ω x . For the expansion coefficients appearing in the total wavefunction (Eq. 5 we make the following ansatz:
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Equations of motion for the initial states in the superposition can be found by substituting Eq. 5 into Eq. 3 using the expansion coefficients given in Eq. 8 and applying the rotating wave approximation to give:
where the Rabi frequency R a (t) is given by:
To obtain the equation of motion for the resonant core-ionised state, we treat the decay of this state into the manifold of Auger final states in the standard manner 37, 38 :
with the total decay width Γ 1s given by Eq. 4. The equation of motion for the final Auger states are expressed as
with E 2+ i the energy of the doubly ionised state and ε i the energy of the Auger electron in the continuum.
Finally the resonant Auger electron line profile associated with the ith decay channel is given as 37 P
Within this model, the area under the resonant Auger electron line profile will evolve with a frequency related to the energy difference between the two states, |a and |b that constitute the initial superposition, as can be seen from Eqs. 12, 13.
Numerical results
The dynamics of the inner valence hole are driven by electron correlation and therefore the multi-electron states must include configuration interaction. We describe the inner valence ionised initial state, the core ionised decaying (Augeractive) state and the doubly ionised final states using the ADC(2)x ab initio method, which represents the (N − 1)-electron wavefunction in a basis of intermediate states of 1h (φ i ) and 2h1p (φ a i j ) classes derived from the perturbation theoretically corrected HF ground state of the neutral 26 .
where i, j are hole indices (occupied HF orbitals of the neutral) and a is a particle index (unoccupied HF orbital of the neutral). ADC(2)x describes the 1h-like initial and core-ionised states up to second order in the many-body perturbation theory, while the 2h1p-like final Auger states are described up to first order. The energies of the final states and the partial widths are calculated using Fano-ADC theory, where the widths are given by the matrix elements of the total Hamiltonian minus the energy of the resonance 29 and Stieltjes imaging to energy renormalise the final state wavefunction. The basis sets used are Gaussian L 2 bases supplemented with extra diffuse functions 27 to better describe the continuum states. This methodology is used in all the calculations presented in this discussion.
For our numerical simulations we have assumed a Gaussian temporal envelope for ε c and set ε s = 0. The amplitude of the field is 5.14 × 10 11 Vm −1 with a the root-mean-squared (RMS) width of 2 fs and zero detuning, δ = 0. We assume a uniform intensity distribution; thus spatial averaging over the pulse is not performed. The equations of motion (Eqs. 9-13) discussed in the previous section are solved using a standard fourth order Runge-Kutta integrator.
In contrast to the survival probability shown in Fig 3, we first calculate the survival probability of the initial superposition of states when the electric field is applied. This is calculated assuming an equal population of the the state |a as the state |b , that isc a (t = 0) =c b (t = 0) = 1/ √ 2, and inserting the wavefunction at t = 0 (Eq. 1) and the wavefunction at a time t (Eq. 5), where t is the propagation time, into the survival probability:
Using the above parameters for the pulse, and choosing a probe delay time of 1.2 fs the survival probability of the initial superposition of states is shown in Fig. 5 , where the probe pulse transfers the hole to the amino group in (a) and to the carboxyl group in (b). After the probe pulse has passed, population has been transferred to the core-ionised state shown in the reduction of the amplitude, but the remaining population in the initial states shows the same temporal evolution as that shown in Fig 3 consisting of oscillations with a period of about 15 fs. The underlying dynamics of the initial state have not been destroyed upon application of the the probe pulse, therefore it can be considered as perturbative, even in a field somewhat higher than that required in an experiment. In the equations of motion for the initial states in Eq. 9 the dipole coupling between the states, |a and |b has been neglected. However, our simulations show that inclusion of this direct high-frequency dipole coupling between these two closely lying states leads to sub-percent corrections with the pulse parameters chosen of 5.14 × 10 11 Vm −1 . |c 2s | 2 gives a measure of the transfer of population to the core ionised state resulting from the application of the pulse. Fig. 5 also shows that there is more transfer of population to the core-ionised state where the hole is located on the carbon nearest the amino group. This is because the transition matrix elements are approximately 2.5 times larger for transfer from the amino group to the 10A' superposition of states compared to transitions from the carboxyl group. The core-ionised state decays to away to zero within 10 fs as a result of coupling to the final Auger states. The detection part of the pump-probe scheme detailed in Section 2 involves the measurement of the Auger yield as a function of pump-probe delay. We calculate this using Eq. 14 where we propagate the equations of motion (Eqs. 9-13) for 96 fs, considerably further than after the probe pulse has passed. Fig. 6 shows the variation of the Auger yield as a function of pump probe delay. As expected from the analysis of the equations of motion, the modulation in the Auger yield has a frequency related to the energy difference between the two initial states (|a and |b ) and demonstrates that this measurement of the Auger yield successfully captures the dynamics that are characterised by the survival probability shown in Fig. 3 . In our present model, we assume that the probe pulse does not have the spectral breadth to couple the two possible core ionised channels. We therefore calculate the Auger yield from each channel separately and sum incoherently. From the survival probabilities Fig. 5 we expect the yield from the amino channel to dominate the expected Auger yield as a function of time because of the differences in the magnitudes of the transition matrix elements.
Finally we show that it is just the magnitude of the Auger profile that changes as a function of the pump-probe delay, as can be seen in Fig. 7 . This shows the Auger profile as a function of the energy of the emitted electron for different pump-probe delays. The probe delays correspond to the maxima in Fig 6 at approximately 14.5 fs, an intermediate time of 10.3 fs, and finally immediately after the minima occurring at 7.3 fs. In each case, the shape of the Auger profile remains the same, and only the amplitude oscillates as a function of pump-probe delay.
Discussion
The preceding analysis examines the feasibility of the proposed scheme. The dynamics of conformers Gly I and Gly III are similar and the measured signal will be the result of the weighted sum from these two conformers (plus a small contribution from Gly II). With an expected ratio of 2:1 for Gly I and Gly III Auger profile as a function of pump-probe delay. The Auger profile shows the same modulation of signal as is seen in the survival probability of the initial states, which is associated with the energy difference between the two states |a and |b that make up the superposition. Spectrum associated with a core vacancy on the CH 2 NH 2 and (b) with the vacancy on the COOH carbon centre. The Auger profile at three different pump-probe delays is shown: in black at 14.5 fs corresponding to the first maxima in Fig. 6 , in red at 10.3 fs, and in green at 7.3 fs corresponding to just after the first minima in Fig. 6 . The entire Auger spectrum is modulated as a function of pump-probe delay.
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respectively, we anticipate the dynamics of Gly I to dominate the observed signal. As we noted earlier the concentration of the Gly II conformer is likely to be low for the temperatures likely to be used. Conformer selection is thought to be possible for glycine (J.Kupper, Private Communication) and this would permit signals from a pure sample of a single conformer to be measured.
Of course the simple behaviour that arises purely from the electron dynamics in the glycine will not persist indefinitely. The nuclear dynamics will be revealed by modifications of the oscillation period and amplitude of the hole survival probability that is measured. So far we have not included this into our calculations, but in principle this can be done and this will be required to extract both electronic and nuclear dynamics from the measured signal.
We now turn to the further prospect for X-ray pump -X-ray probe Auger spectroscopy. An extension to measuring faster time-scale dynamics is immediately possible if shorter X-ray pulses can be generated from X-ray FELS. Whilst it is not yet certain, it is likely, that by optimising the operation of a SASE FEL a pulse as short as 1 fs may be attainable. There are schemes under consideration that may in future generate pulses as short as 100 attosecond or even less. Thus it can be hoped that in the future a wide range of ultrafast molecular hole dynamics can be measured by X-ray pump-probe Auger spectroscopy.
Another promising direction is to follow hole migration in space as well as time via this technique. In the glycine example we do not expect a significant time dependence in the hole localisation, only in the overall survival probability. The chemical shift of the C K shell at the amine and carboxyl sites could, in principle, be used to register any differences in the hole survival at the two sites. It would allow the separate measurement of the hole survival probability localised at the amine and carboxyl sites of a molecule. The actual feasibility of this will depend upon the details of the X-ray pulse spectral bandwidth. If the pulse bandwidth is near 1 eV or less (i.e. much smaller than the C K edge shift between these two sites which is several electron volts) we can anticipate that the pulse will either interact with the amine or the carboxyl site depending upon the tuning of that individual pulse. The data for each channels evolution could thus be separately measured by sorting the data on the photon energy. Such an idea may be extended to measuring hole migration in larger biomolecules.
It is of course possible to use an atom different from the C, N or O common in a biomolecule as a spatial marker to localise the hole survival. Atoms such as S, P and Cl, which have K edges at 2470 eV, 2140 eV and 2820 eV respectively, might occur at only one or a few sites within a larger molecule. Resonant excitation into IVH states from the K shells of these atoms could be used to localise the hole evolution in space and time. These high energy photons will now also cause inner shell ionisation and excitation of C, N and O atoms in the same molecule. However, as the photon energy is significantly higher than the edges of the latter species the cross-sections for these processes will be relatively low. This fact, combined with the anticipated unique Auger spectrum of the inner shell decay of the spatial marker atom, may allow the method to be applied to a wide range of molecules.
Conclusion
We have shown that it is possible to measure correlation driven electron dynamics in an amino acid with the X-ray pump-probe technique combined with Auger electron detection. Whilst not all of the correlation driven hole migration processes that one would wish to study have dynamics slow enough to be accessible to the current X-ray FEL pulse duration (3 fs) there are some important classes that are accessible in certain molecules. These are the non-exponential evolutions of superpositions of charge states associated with frustrated Auger decay that occur when inner-valence states are suddenly ionised 39 . Glycine is a molecule that has proved in our theoretical calculations to be highly suitable to observe these somewhat slowed hole migration effects. What is proposed is that a first pulse creates (suddenly) a superposition of hole states in the glycine molecule. Given that the K edge for the two carbons in glycine are at 292.5 eV and 295 eV the X-ray energy needs to be near 270 eV since the binding energy of the states of interest are around 20 eV. The required pulse duration is ∼3 fs and the energy bandwidth for a single pulse > 1 eV, with the second pulse nominally identical. The second pulse can then cause photoabsorption from the 1s state into the hole superposition created.
This work indicates that it is feasible to use an X-ray FEL to measure the ultrafast electronic dynamics driven by electron correlation within a typical molecular system (amino acid), a capability that would pave the way to applications to larger molecules (e.g. peptides) and condensed phase systems. In principle, the method can be extended to measuring hole migration in larger molecules as the specific atomic core state to inner valence hole transition probability provides time-dependent localisation information for the inner valence hole.
